Abstract: Shifting as many people as possible from disastrous area to safer area in a minimum time period in an efficient way is an evacuation planning problem (EPP). Modeling the evacuation scenarios reflecting the real world characteristics and investigation of an efficient solution to them have become a crucial due to rapidly increasing number of natural as well as human created disasters. EPPs modeled on network have been extensively studied and the various efficient solution procedures have been established where the flow function satisfies the flow conservation at each intermediate node. Besides this, the network flow problem in which flow may not be conserved at nodes necessarily could also be useful to model the evacuation planning problem. This paper proposes an efficient solution procedure for maximum flow evacuation planning problem of later kind on a single-source-single-sink dynamic network with integral arc capacities with holding capability of flow (evacuees) in the temporary shelter at intermediate nodes.
An evacuation planning problem attempts to find an optimal evacuation plan in a realistic flow model where each evacuee is supposed to be evacuated in an efficient way in given time period. We take the network flow optimization approach to deal the evacuation planning problem. An evacuation network consists of the source (dangerous place), the sink (safe place), the intermediate nodes and the arcs (road-segments between any two nodes) with some given capacities. The intermediate nodes serve with temporary shelters with sufficient capacities besides serving as transshipment nodes. The source contains evacuees and the sink waits them with sufficient capacities. The movement of the evacuees in the path-segment is the flow in the arc.
Ford and Fulkerson [7] were the first authors who introduced network flow problem that sends the maximum amount of flow from the source to the sink known as maximum flow problem where the flow function satisfies the conservation constraints at each intermediate node. Their solution to the problem is based on arbitrary source-sink path augmentation on the residual networks and runs only in pseudo polynomial time. Edmonds and Karp [6] choose a shortest source-sink path in the residual network in each iteration for augmentation that improves the running time of the algorithm to polynomial time. The idea of augmenting all the shortest paths at once in each iteration in a layered sub-network of the residual network is given by Dinic [5] . This further improves the efficiency of the algorithm in [6] .
The variety of maximum evacuation flow problems with different flavors have been studied with flow conservation aspects. The flow problem that maximizes the flow from a source to a sink in given time horizon is a maximum dynamic flow problem. Ford and Fulkerson [8, 9] showed that the general maximum dynamic flow problem is equivalent to the static flow problem in the timeexpanded network and solved the problem in two-terminal network by temporarily repeating the static solution in the given network itself considering the transit times of the arcs as cost coefficients. The quickest flow problem minimizes the total time to send the given flow from the source to the sink. Solution to the problem with two terminals and multi terminals can be found in Burkard et al. [3] and Hoppe [12] respectively. The earliest arrival flow problems that ask to maximize flow into the sink at each time step within the time horizon have been extensively studied in the literature; Gale [10] , Minieka [17] , Wilkinson [24] , Hoppe [12] , Hoppe and Tardos [13] , Baumann [1] , Steiner [23] and Ruzika et al. [22] . The evacuation planning problem with another flavor is contraflow approach. Transformation of network by reversing the direction of the arc into the ideal direction and reallocating the available capacity for maximizing the flow and minimizing the evacuation time from source to sink is the network contraflow evacuation planning problem. Rebennack et al. [21] studied the maximum static contraflow problem for general network, the maximum dynamic contraflow problem and the quickest contraflow problem for two terminal networks and presented the polynomial time algorithms but the quickest transshipment contraflow problem and fixed switching cost contraflow problems are shown NP-hard. Extensive studies with contraflow approach have been made by the authors Dhamala and Pyakurel [4] , Pyakurel et al. [20] , Pyakurel and Dhamala [18] , Khadka and Bhandari [15] and Pyakurel and Dhamala [19] .
The concept of preflow, pushing as much flow as possible out of the source and trying to get it to the sink without satisfying the flow conservation by the flow function at nodes necessarily, was first introduced by Karzanov [14] . Goldberg and Tarjan [11] showed this concept as an efficient tool to solve the maximum flow problem in network and gave the efficient algorithm known as preflow-push algorithm. This approach sends the excess flow (evacuees) that is blocked to send into the sink back to the source and deletes from entire evacuation network since the flow conservation property is not maintained at nodes. The algorithm has been modified by Khadka and Bhandari [16] and Bhandari and Khadka [2] to solve the maximum evacuation planning problem on the network with holding capability of the flow on the temporary shelter of the intermediate nodes. They proposed a relaxation to allow holding evacuees in the temporary shelter at intermediate nodes instead of sending them back to the source. This relaxation could be more advantageous in many ways. A detail can be found in [16] and [2] .
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we formulate the maximum dynamic evacuation planning problem with holding capability of evacuees in temporary shelter at intermediate nodes based on non-conserving flow model. The preflow-push algorithm and its modification have been presented in Section 3. A new and efficient solution procedure to the problem is proposed in Section 4, and finally Section 5 concludes the paper.
Problem Formulation
An evacuation scenario is modeled as a network where is the set of road segments termed as arcs and is for the set of the intersections of the arcs termed as nodes such that ≥ − . Number of lanes on the road has been taken as the capacity ≥ and the time taken to travel from a node to is the transit time for each arc ∈ . Unsafe place where disaster has occurred or going to be occurred soon is taken as the source and the safe place where the people are to be evacuated is assumed as the sink . The source contains evacuees, and the sink waits them for shelter with enough space. We assume the temporary shelter ′ at every node ∈ − with sufficient capacity of . Total time horizon within which evacuees are to be shifted to the safe place is . The movement of evacuees on the road is considered as the flow on the network . The preflow on the dynamic network is an assignment … → ∪ satisfying the following constraints.
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The capacity constraints ≤ ∀ ∈ and ∀ ∈
The skew symmetry of the flow at each time step ∈ along the arc as
And the constraint with no flow conservation as
where ∈ and ∈ − denote the arcs entering to and leaving from the node respectively.
We consider a non-negative excess at node defined as ∈ and call the node an active node if . We define the nonnegative overload at node as
The overload flow at every node ≠ is allowed to hold at the temporary shelter ′ of the node for each time step ∈ … .
The objective of the maximum dynamic flow problem on the network is to maximize the flow ∈
The Preflow-Push Algorithm and its Modification
The preflow-push algorithm of Goldberg and Tarjan [11] is an iterative procedure that updates the preflow in the residual network in each iteration. For the network , a residual network is constructed with respect to the preflow . For an arc with capacity and carrying preflow , includes arcs in forward direction of arc with residual capacity − and arcs in reverse direction of arc with residual capacity . The algorithm starts with the initialization of the given network . At the beginning, the preflow on each arc leaving the source is equal to the arc capacity of the respective arcs and zero on the remaining arcs. For each node ∈ − , an initial label equal to its shortest path distance from the sink is assigned. The label of the source will always be . A function → is a label function satisfying and ≤ for every residual arc ∈ . Whenever the algorithm finds an active node (i.e ) and if there is an arc in from node to node such that then pushes some excess less or equal to to . If ≥ ∀ ∈ , label of is to be increased.
We increase the label of an active node as ∈ . If node satisfies ≤ then there is possibility of getting paths from to . In other word, if ≥ , the sink is not reachable from in and starts to send the flow back towards the source. The algorithm repeatedly performs these operations whenever applicable. At the termination, the algorithm gives a preflow with ∀ ∈ − . That is, a valid ordinary flow in the network. This flow is the maximum flow in the original network .
It is not wise always (at the time of evacuation for example) to force sending the overload flow (evacuees) to the source rather to keep them at a temporary shelter at the intermediate node. Khadka and Bhandari [16] and Bhandari and Khadka [2] have purposed a modification on the preflow-push algorithm with an efficient solution procedure for a static network and have extended the problem on dynamic network. The solution for later case is based on time expanded network which has been explained in Section 4 below. Their modification solves the maximum evacuation planning problem with holding capability of flow at temporary shelter in intermediate nodes for single source single sink network. They consider the temporary shelter for each intermediate node ∈
with sufficient capacity to make model simpler. The modified procedure does not send the evacuees reaching once at intermediate nodes back again to the source, a dangerous place but pushes back to any intermediate nodes. For an active node , the overload flow is held in the temporary shelter at node if the push operation and the relabel operation are not applicable and even if ≤ does not satisfy after relabeling it.
Maximum Dynamic Flow Problem
The maximum flow problem seeks a feasible solution that sends the maximum amount of flow from a source to a sink with a maximum bound on the amount on each arc. A solution procedure to the problem with single-source-single-sink network with holding capability of the flow at intermediate nodes has been proposed in [16] and [2] . The procedure is based on the time-expanded network with ∈ − ∈ … ∪ and
The limitation associated to this procedure is that it leads to a pseudo-polynomial time complexity since it strongly depends on . To overcome the later limitation, we formulate the maximum dynamic flow problem as a typical minimum cost flow problem by interpreting the transit times as costs per unit flow on arcs. This minimum cost flow is decomposed into chain flows and apply temporal repetition over the given time horizon to find the maximum dynamic flow.
Consider a network where is the cost needed for unit flow to transship along arc ∈ . We also assign to each node a number representing its supply/demand. If , node is a surplus node (a source); if node is a demand node (a sink); and if , node is a transshipment node. Then the minimum cost flow problem asks to find a set of arc flows that minimize a linear cost function ∈ satisfying capacity constraint (1) with static setting and the mass imbalance constraint as
Now, we solve a minimum cost flow problem on the underlying static network. In the maximum dynamic flow problem we want to maximize the flow from the source to the sink within time horizon . Thus, we need to model the time horizon in the minimum cost flow problem to be allowed to transfer the results of this problem to maximum dynamic flow problem. The solution procedure of the problem is basically based on the pre-flow push algorithm in [11] with necessary modification.
Instead of the label function representing the height as described in Section 3, we define another label function representing the node number → with , at most and for ∈ − less than . If for ∈ together with for and for , , unit of flow is pushed from to . The height of node is relabeled to be ∈ ≠ if ≤ with ∈ and . And, the node number is relabeled as ≔ for each ∈ subset of , the set of all inactive nodes not reachable from with respect to the arc cost. The overload flow is held in the temporary shelter of the node even if ≤ cannot be satisfied after relabeling. These operations are used to find the minimum cost flow on the by assuming an extra node as the source that connects to the original source node with infinite capacity and zero cost.
The procedure we described above seems to run faster than the procedure depending on timeexpanded network. In particular, for being the maximum of the cost over arcs on the networks, it terminates after relabel operations, node number increasing operations, push operations and hold operations.
To solve the maximum evacuation planning problem on a dynamic network with hold of flow on intermediate nodes, we first compute the minimal cost flow as described above and decompose it into − chain flows by using Routine 2 of Ford and Fulkerson [8] . We identify the nodes ∈ − with and decompose them also into − chain flows. We remove all the arcs not belonging to any chain. We push as much flow as possible repeatedly from the source along each chain until the time step − , being the first arc of each chain, and hold the overload flow at temporary shelter in the nodes along the chain. Resulting flow now is a maximum dynamic flow with hold of evacuees at temporary shelters.
Applying the procedure described above for the evacuation network given in Fig. 1 for time horizon , we get the maximum dynamic flow of value 12. Moreover, the procedure holds overload flow of 5, 4 and 2 units at , , and respectively at time 5, 1 and 4 units at and respectively at time 4 and 1 unit at at time 3 and 2 both.
Concluding Remark
This paper proposes a new and efficient solution technique that solves the maximum flow problem on single source single sink dynamic network with constant and integral transit times. The technique is based on non-conserving flow model introduced by Goldberg and Tarjan [11] . This paper also highlights the suitability of this problem on evacuation planning problem. More exact solution procedures for the proposed problem and model with its solution procedure in continuous time setting are the topics of immediate interest. Quickest flow problem and earliest arrival flow problem with non-conserving flow model would also be the future research works related to the topic.
